Textile Connect
1-4 JuneMatchmaking
Virtual
1-4 June
Sign up for virtual pre-booked meetings!
Do you work with design, fashion and textiles?
Are you looking for new business partners?
Textile Connect is the online platform that connects companies/
designers looking for production partners with manufacturers,
service providers and suppliers within the textile and footwear
industry. For the second time, we arrange an online matchmaking
event that will organize buyer-supplier meetings. This year, the
matchmaking will be held between the 1-4 June.
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61 buyers has already signed up! See a list of all registered buyers and what they are looking for down
below. Can you offer what they are looking for?

Register today: http://textile-connect-2021.b2match.io/

Registered buyers and what they are looking for:
1313 Group Ltd -Buckinghamshire Sock Co. (United Kingdom) - Looking to launch their
Sock Brand
727 (Lithuania) - Looking for a supplier that has small batches of natural/semi natural
fabric: cotton, viscose, linen, cupra and etc. preferable with ~ 5% spandex/elastan for women
clothing. Fabric weight 100-300 g/m2. Batches amount ~ 30 meters per item & 2-3 items per
batch.
alice&me (Slovakia)
ALINA AVRAM DESIGNER SRL (Romania)
ANGLE (Spain)
Annette Philip Design AB (Sweden)
Anu’s Group (Sweden) - Looking for shoes, clothes, accessories, bags and cosmetics.
AUR.M AB (Sweden) - Looking for high-quality sportswear in functional fabrics, for example:

Polyester/Spandex, Nylon/Spandex, Polyester/Lycra, Nylon/Lycra, TENCEL™ Modal and
Lyocell.
BASQ SNEAKERS SL (Spain)
BIBATIK (Slovakia) - Looking for Lycra sport fabric/activewear fabric (250 gsm) suitable for
sublimation printing. The fabric schould be in white polyester from Europe. Also looking for
rayon fabric in a plain white color (120-150 gsm) suitable for clothes-blouses, skirts, dress.
115 cm width or more from Europe.
Bonnie Binary (United Kingdom) - Looking for suppliers of robust washable yet soft fabrics,
preferably recycled or OEK-TEX. We also require, embroidery and quilting production and
assembly of our textile products. Our key requirements are: Quality embroidery and quilting
techniques, eTextile production, Product assembly of our shaped and decorative sensory
cushions some with or without embedded electronics.
Brain Apparel (Spain)
Circoolar, Ethical Workwear (Spain) - Looking for agent for Nordics, Smart Labelling,
Certified Workwear Manufacturers in EU or Marroco.
Cutaway AB (Sweden) - Looking for a manufacturer that can help with sewing services. The
manufacturer needs to have a quilting machine and a double stitching machine in their
machine park. They should also have some experience with sewing larger items such as
duvets.
Dalum Sweden AB (Sweden)
Designcompaniet AB / Grace of Sweden (Sweden) - Looking for fabric suppliers of linen,
lace, satin fabrics, cotton satin etc. Also sewing accessories and lace. Also looking for
factories, manufacturers who can sew their models in high quality and small quantities. Which
also can handle the same types of materials as those that sew, for example, wedding dresses.
Dolls of Decadence (United Kingdom)
Elina Kanibolotska (Ukraine)
Fashionizer LTD (United Kingdom)
Fourleaf AB (Sweden) - Looking for a manufacturer of a sport belt/waist belt for water
bottles. Preferably the manufacturing partner can source the fabric/material and sew. The
fabric should be nylon and polyester and pocket in mesh and will have a plastic buckle. Initially
a sample order will be placed and then a bit larger quantities approx 2000-5000 pcs.
Free4Kids (Denmark)
ImseVimse AB (Sweden) - We are looking for a manufacturer of period panties.
INNOWEAR-TEX Ltd. (Hungary) - Looking for circular knitting yarn dyeing factories in
Europe. Looking for a company that can dye the yarns to any colour from the PANTONE
colour chart. We are looking for circular knitted fabric dyeing factory in Eastern Europe. We
are also looking for 100% combed Cotton circular knitting yarn importers or producers.
Java Energy, s.r o. (Slovakia)
Joseppa AB (Sweden) - Looking for fabric 100% linen about 280 gsm with reactive printing
services (my own printed designs). extra. w fabric at least 210cm. Low MOQ about 200m to
begin with. Prices must be compeatable. Need of manufacturing of other products as well

such as: towels, tablecloth, pillowcases, clothes etc. Sewing and reactive printing services
preferable in house. Other natural fiber fabrics could be of intrest as well. Cotton need to be
Gots. Wool needs to be pure new wool. Quilting services for linen duvets small MOQ in start
stage (must be able to do binding with the fabric).
JSC Kelemana (Lithuania) - Looking for various accessories such as high quality belts, bags,
ties, cufflinks, shoes and watches for men, perfume, candles, etc. Also looking for products
such as: suits for men, trousers, shirts, blazers, sweaters, jeans, sportswear etc. Preliminary
amounts: 10 pieces per size/ colour. Looking for suppliers of the highest quality natural
fabrics: wool, linen, cotton, etc. The fabrics might contain innovative applications, but the base
must be natural. Preliminary amounts: from few meters to 100 meters per order.
Jumperfabriken (Sweden)- We are looking for producers of knitwear also knitted
accessories, sewingfactories of woven dresses, pants and coats. Expected purchase volume:
20.000 pcs/ year. Also looking for accessoaries; hair accessories, canvas tote with logo or
allover print, scarfes, umbrellas with own allover print or logo.
Kerstin Scholten GmbH (Germany)
Kornit Digital Ltd (United Kingdom)
KUST of Sweden AB (Sweden) - Looking for flip flops made of recycled materials and
hamam towels with our design and in a ecofriendly material.
LOVE PET ALLIANCE LDA (Portugal)
Lovisawinsth (Sweden) - Im looking for a PRODUCER who can create babyclothes after my
design and wishes. Im thinking like this: • I’ll send a sweater (or if you prefer pictures) to the
contact-person for the production, then I describe how I want the material, print och how the
seams will be and so on, and then the fabric do copys of this sweater in NEW prints so it don’t
look like the original.
Maryam (Sweden)
Me in color AB (Sweden) - Looking for a producer of silicon or plastic beads (500 pieces).
Looking for a fabric producer (500-1000 metres).
Menoj Design & Produktutveckling (Sweden)
Mitwill Textiles SARL (France) - Looking for digitized trim objects for garments. Option to
source physical equivalents.
Mumslan (Sweden) - Looking for a producer of rain cover and rain poncho. They are sewn in
PU-coated polyester and has reflective prints. The producer needs to be able to make
waterproof seams, using tape or other means. Estimated volume is 1000 pieces per year.
N&S Corneskog AB (Sweden) - Looking for suppliers with party fabrics like lace in different
colours, tulle and silk. I would like to find a supplier where I can buy fabrics in small pieces,
like 1-10 meters.
Nefermiw Design (Sweden) - Looking for suppliers that do digital printing on eco-friendly
fabrics.
New Artifact (Sweden)
Nicoletta Fasani (Italy)

Nisa (Turkey)
ONE 100 (Lithuania)
Orient Decor s.r.o (Slovakia)
Paris & Billy (Sweden) - We want to buy small quantities of very high quality and stylish
maternity clothing for our maternity clothing rental service. OEKO-TEX / GOTS / organic.
Perpetummobile (Spain) - Looking for cotton fabric producers.
Pure Ways for Rest (Sweden) - We are looking for manufacturing partners of organic textiles,
and in designing and sewing.
Roomington (Sweden)
ROVIRO’ (Italy)
Ryvelle (Sweden) - Looking for a supplier of apparel accessories; 30k pcs.
S4IT, s.r.o. (Slovakia)
Sampa Sportswear (United Kingdom)
Sayo (Slovakia)
Sebastian June (Sweden)
ShoeSpeak (United Kingdom)
Snuggu LTD | Mamamuu (Latvia) - Looking for fabric suppliers and printing. Materials:
cotton, linen (open to discuss other material options). Amount: 15 000+meters of fabrics.
S4IT s.r.o (Slovakia)
Sustain Wear (Sweden)
Swim Against (Spain) - Looking for a Swimwear workshop in Europe, for small capsule
collections. Looking for shops to sell our collections around Europe and also looking for
looking for organic or sustainable fabrics to create hoodies, leggings and swimwear.
Syssla providus / Harknivens humle (Sweden)
terrible* (United Kingdom)
Terrible Twins (Sweden)
Tratorija UAB (Lithuania)
Tritex Sh. p k (Albania)
UAB Magic Crafts (Lithuania)
UAB MITTET (Lithuania)
Upnorth Studio ApS (Denmark)
Uppo (United Kingdom) - Looking for 2 type of substitute fabrics for our Uppo wrist bands
(ideally if they combine both): a) eco-friendly stretching fabrics (organic or made from
recycled yarns etc. b) more durable, anti-sweat, aroma-free and breathable fabrics (more like
from the professional sports).
Varadi & Co (Sweden)

Wholesaler - Sweden (Sweden) - Looking for 300 cm wide stretch flame retardant material in
white and black.
Zerobarracento (Italy) - Looking for Italian manufacturers who could maintain my production
local. Also looking for recycled, circular, natural or synthetic, sustainable fabrics made in Italy
to maintain a local supply chain.
ŪKAI (Lithuania) - We are searching for biodegradable, recycled, natural yarns for our socks.
The main thing is that they won’t make microplastics when washing them. We are also
searching for manufacturers who are making shoes and slippers from recycled, sustainable,
vegan materials.

Questions? Don’t hesitate to contact:
therese.carlbrant@almi.se +46(0)36-30 65 27
ingrida.braziuniene@chamber.lt (+370) 633 744 31

